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ABSTRACT

Research on small team collaboration repeatedly shows
that “distance matters”. More recent work has refined this
concept of distance to develop geographic dispersion
measures to explain the negative effects that team
configuration has on productivity and interaction.
Dispersion measures explain why teams distributed across
multiple time zones, or across multiple sites, have more
coordination difficulties than collocated teams with a
single remote member. Although larger online
communities are increasingly used in enterprises, few
studies have examined the effects of dispersion on
community behavior. We studied 1206 online enterprise
communities (OECs), each using a set of collaborative
tools. We present new data showing counter-intuitively
that OEC dispersion does not affect content generation or
contribution inequality, even when restricting community
size to those that most resemble small teams (with 3-12
members). We found that previously documented negative
effects of geographic dispersion seem to be reduced in
enterprise communities regardless of size. Our results
provide additional support to prior case studies suggesting
that online communities can mitigate geographic
dispersion by providing resources that support
coordination and resource sharing.
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INTRODUCTION

Many studies show that for small teams “distance matters”
[17, 32, 53]. Small teams are work groups with generally
under a dozen people, with task and goal interdependency
[9, 12]. They usually focus on shared goals with specific
deadlines, and interdependent work tasks distributed
between members [16,32]. This interdependency means
that distributed small teams face more obstacles than
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collocated ones [51, 53, 61]. Distance between members is
associated with delays, duplication of work, reduced
ability to negotiate, and member conflict [3, 25, 26, 47,
53]. These findings have led organizations to make
strategic decisions about the structure and geographic
dispersion of teams [59, 67], and the deployment of CMC
technologies [59].
Early work on ‘distance effects’ drew simple contrasts
between collocated versus distributed teams [26, 47, 53],
but more recent research has drawn distinctions between
different configurations of distributed teams [3, 34, 51].
Predominantly collocated teams with a single remote
member operate very differently from teams with
members spread across multiple locations [51]. These
complex
team
configurations
reduce
real-time
collaboration and access to shared resources [34]. And
absolute distance may be less important than time zone
differences when teams need to collaborate in real-time
[61, 66].
Thus prior work has developed dispersion measures that
characterize team configurations as well as time zone
differences [52]. Dispersion measures have been very
successful in explaining the consequences of team
configuration for multiple aspects of work productivity [3,
51, 61]. For example, teams with greater geographic
dispersion have much higher overall levels of online
activity because more interactions are needed to achieve
coordination [61]. And teams that are unequally dispersed
across different locations show unequal levels of
contribution to common group tasks [51]. Finally, isolated
members contribute more as they need to speak up in order
to be heard over more integrated members [34, 51].
Work on dispersion has largely focused on small teams,
and less attention has been paid to the effects of distance
and dispersion on online enterprise communities (OECs)
who may also experience collaboration challenges. OECs
are organizationally-sponsored online communities that
serve many important workplace functions. OECs support
collaboration, knowledge sharing, reuse of resources,
expertise location, innovation, organizational change
management, and social networking [43, 45, 49, 62].
OECs have a broader set of goals than internet
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communities which tend to focus on knowledge sharing,
support, and social networking [10, 37].
Dispersion measures offer a new lens for analyzing
collaboration in larger groups such as OECs. Prior
literature argues that online communities are effective in
supporting communication and collaboration across
geographic boundaries [48, 68]. Nevertheless we would
expect them to be affected by dispersion. As with small
teams, we would predict collaboration to become harder,
and knowledge sharing to be diluted when OECs disperse
across multiple locations and time zones. For example,
greater dispersion should induce higher coordination costs
leading to lower levels of interaction. Also, unequal
numbers of members at different locations should lead to
inequalities of contribution, with isolated members in
particular contributing more.
Although OECs share the overall workplace context of
small teams, their membership, goals, and functions in
other ways resemble social media communities (SMCs).
SMCs are explicitly-created groups on social media such
as Facebook Groups, where participants share information
and organize events based around common interests.
SMCs are used to distribute news, share materials or
organize virtual or physical events such as meet-ups.
Compared to small teams, OECs and SMCs tend to be
larger and more interpersonally focused. Recent studies
have shown few distance effects for participation in SMCs
[39, 42].
We use quantitative methods to evaluate opposing
hypotheses about dispersion effects in OECs. On the one
hand, OECs resemble small teams in their workplace
context and focus on active collaboration. OECs might
therefore show negative dispersion effects similar to those
seen in small teams. Conversely, OECs also resemble
SMCs with their larger size, interpersonal focus, and use
of social tools. OECs might therefore be protected from
negative dispersion effects. Specifically, we test three
predictions about dispersion effects in OECs derived from
the small teams literature. In each case we expected that
dispersion would lead OECs like small teams to suffer
dispersion effects. Failing to replicate these effects would
imply that OECs like SMCs are resistant to dispersion.
These predictions mirror prior dispersion findings:
1.
2.
3.

Spatial distance should be positively correlated with
overall activity of an OEC, as participants try to
address coordination challenges.
Imbalance of OEC members across sites should be
correlated with greater inequality of contributions by
members.
The proportion of isolated members in an OEC should
be negatively correlated with OEC activity, as isolates
find it difficult to understand and contribute to
common objectives.

We apply the dispersion measures developed by O’Leary
and Cummings [52] to 1206 OECs. Our analyses showed
that, unlike small teams, dispersion measures do not
predict participation in enterprise communities. Rather, it
seems, OECs reduce the negative effects of geographic
dispersion, more closely resembling their SMC
counterparts. We find that the biggest factor explaining
community participation is size, not geographic dispersion.
These findings provide empirical support for prior work
that theorized that dispersion effects might be reduced in
OECs due to their greater focus on interpersonal
interaction and use of social tools [48, 68]
RELATED WORK

As we have seen, online enterprise communities share
features and goals with two different types of online
groups: small work teams and SMCs. In this section, we
describe prior research on dispersion effects in small teams
and contrast that work with the large body of research
finding simple distance effects in small teams. We also
review distance effects in SMCs and OECs.
Dispersion in Small Teams

O’Leary and Cummings refined prior work that relied on
simple measures of distance (e.g., proportion of remote
members, collocation as a binary variable) to develop new
dispersion measures that describe spatial distance, time
zone separation, number of sites, imbalance of members
across sites, and isolation of individual members [52].
These dispersion measures have strong predictive power
for the performance of small teams in multiple settings,
and the effects of each measure are distinguishable from
each other [13, 19, 20, 22, 24, 34, 51]. Next, we describe
each dispersion measure.
Spatial distance is the average pairwise distance between
contributors. As spatial distance increases, face-to-face
communication is reduced [35], reliance on CMC
increases [53], and perceptions of communication quality
and team performance decrease [63].
Time separation is the average pairwise difference in time
zone hours between contributors. Time separation is
associated with increased inability to adjust when
problems arise [19, 20]. Teams with fewer overlapping
work hours are more prone to delays from communication
breakdowns, need for clarification, and rework [19, 20].
Number of sites: As the number of sites increases,
knowledge sharing decreases [13, 22], and costs of
maintaining control over team goals increases [24].
Site imbalance describes how the number of contributors
varies across sites. Imbalanced teams (e.g., 4 members at
one site and 2 at another) generally show different levels
of conflict and trust compared to balanced teams (e.g., 33), though the direction of this effect is inconsistent
between studies [51, 58].

Isolation is the percentage of singleton contributors with
no other team members at their work site. Isolation effects
differ from imbalance effects. Isolated team members are
not members of a local subgroup, and therefore the team is
motivated to more frequently communicate with the
isolate [51]. As a result, isolates have more opportunities
to provide a divergent perspective that increases the
overall team effectiveness [34].
Distance in Small Teams

The large number of global enterprises and perceived cost
reductions to outsourcing have made distributed enterprise
collaboration commonplace [2, 3]. However, there are
consistent issues associated with distance in small
distributed teams compared to small collocated teams.
Distributed teams show coordination difficulties because
interactions are less frequent without the opportunity for
spontaneous face-to-face interactions [19, 53]; decreases
in work quality despite greater speed of work [61]; and
project management problems as a result of differences in
work culture and practices [47]. There are also
interpersonal costs, with distributed teams experiencing
more conflict [26, 58] and challenges with communication
and trust [47, 58] than non-distributed teams.
One potential reason for these difficulties is that
geographic distance is a highly salient grouping
characteristic, or faultline [40]. Research on faultlines in
teams has shown that team members make more negative
attributions about members on the other side of the
faultline [40, 41], including when the faultlines are
geographic [58]. These difficulties are not insurmountable
but often require costly preparations and efforts at team
integration to prevent their negative effects on team
performance [47, 54].
Distance in Social Media Communities

By contrast, research on social media communities
(SMCs) has claimed few negative effects of distance.
SMCs are group spaces that social media users create to
interact with others over time, with the group serving to
facilitate socialization, organize events, discuss common
issues, and share materials among the group [56]. One
reason for the lack of distance effects in SMCs may be that
SMCs can act as extensions of local, offline communities
[18] helping users to maintain relationships they have
already established [27]. Prior social history can reduce
misunderstandings between group members, enable easier
trust formation [11] and reduce conflict [26]. Related work
that analyzes Twitter interactions has also focused on
simple distance rather than the more detailed dispersion
measures [39, 42]. However, an important limitation of
most SMC research is that it does not involve comparisons
between differently-dispersed communities, but instead
draws analytical contrasts between different parts of the
same online community.

Features of Online Enterprise Communities

Online enterprise communities (OECs) are different from
small teams as well as from SMCs. Key differences
between OECs and small teams, are OEC’s larger size,
focus on interpersonal interaction in communities of
practice (CoPs), and use of newer social tools such as
blogs and wikis [15, 37, 68]. However OECs are also
different from SMCs. In addition to being comprised of an
employee population, OECs aim to create collective
resources to support work collaboration, and serve greater
expertise-finding and coordination functions than SMCs
[15, 43, 49]. Although OECs’ structure and interpersonal
focus overlap somewhat with their social media
counterparts, their membership and goals remain
qualitatively different from SMCs. As a result, we explore
here whether the effects of dispersion on OECs are more
similar to small teams or SMCs.
METHOD

We present a quantitative analysis of 1206 workplace
OECs. Here we describe the research context and dataset
used.
Research Context

This research was conducted in a global enterprise offering
technology products and services to businesses. The
company widely encouraged employee leadership of, and
participation in, internal online communities. The
commercial community space technology was available to
all employees. All participants we studied used this
technology, which enabled communities to easily create an
online space combining various social media tools,
including forums, blogs, wikis, bookmarks, feeds, file
sharing and task management (activities). As a result, there
was a proliferation of communities and widespread
membership throughout the organization. Prior work in the
same organization and using the same tool found that over
75% of employees had joined at least one community over
the first four years in which the service had operated [49].
Communities ranged in size from a few contributors to
thousands. Many employees were members of multiple
communities.
The communities utilizing this tool were diverse in
purpose. Prior work examining the goals of communities
in the same organization and using the same tool found
that communities were primarily focused on member
learning, reuse of resources, and collaboration [43]. About
half were self-described Communities of Practice (CoPs):
learning environments where employees with a shared
interest communicate, build relationships, and share
resources to assist with work [49,69]. The remainder of
communities consisted of self-described teams, which we
call community-based teams. These community-based
teams overlap with the small teams in prior work in that
they collaborate toward a shared deliverable, however they
also share overlapping goals with traditional CoPs,
including social learning and networking, and they use

social tools aimed at communities [43, 48, 49].
Throughout the rest of the paper we will refer to the
groups that use this tool as simply communities.
Community Data and Measures

We selected a sample of all the communities using the
online community space technology, two years after its
deployment in the company. We applied a number of
filters to ensure that communities were active, had enough
members, and where we had accurate location information
for the majority of participants.
We wanted to ensure that the communities we analyzed
were active, thus we included only communities that had
been updated in the last month and included a total of at
least 50 posts. This identified a total of 1402 communities,
for whom we collected the following data concerning
participation:
Posts: We measured the overall productivity of each
community by collecting overall number of posts, defined
as any data added to the community, including posts or
comments in the forum, blog, wiki, files, activities,
bookmarks, and RSS feeds. The amount of communication
within a community has been commonly used in prior
work to measure success [10, 16, 29, 30]. Number of posts
ranged from 50 to 2842, M = 160.02, SD = 199.70.
Contribution inequality: Additionally, we wanted a
measure of the balance of contributions, which captured
how posts were distributed across people who contributed
to the community. We used contribution inequality,
measured by the Gini coefficient [29, 31, 36]. A Gini
coefficient closer to zero denotes relatively equal
contribution by many contributors, whereas a coefficient
closer to one indicates a large proportion of posts are
generated by a small minority. Contribution inequality is
prevalent in online communities, with a small number of
active participants dominating discussions [49, 70].
Evidence from online production communities such as
wikis suggests communities with greater contribution
inequality create higher quality work due to the increased
concentration of work by a core group of contributors [5,
33, 55], however work teams perform better when
contribution is more equal [21, 38].
Community
inequality within this sample ranged from .20 to .81, M =
.56, SD = .10.
We used number of posts and contribution inequality as
our measures of workplace community success. In
addition, we included a single control variable due to its
expected relationship to the number of posts and
contribution inequality:
Community size: One critical factor in explaining
community interaction is the size of the community [10,
60, 69, 70]. We wanted to control for this so we therefore
gathered data about the size, operationalized as the number

of contributors. Prior work [50] proposes different
definitions of belonging to a community depending on
whether people actively post. That work distinguishes
passive from active contributors. Passive contributors may
sign up for the community but restrict themselves to
lurking. Active contributors are people who make one or
more posts. For our analyses, we used active contributors
as they are likely to be more engaged in the community.
Most prior work on communities has focused on active
contributors [6]. We refer to active contributors as
members. Community size ranged from 3 to 379, M =
26.06, SD = 35.91.
Geographic Dispersion Measures

Here we operationally define the 5 geographic dispersion
variables developed by O’Leary and Cummings [52],
which we applied to the sampled OECs. We also describe
related research applying and evaluating each individual
measure. With one exception, these measures all scale in
relation to group size, suggesting they are appropriate for
use despite the larger group sizes in our sample. Number
of sites, which correlates highly with group size, was only
included in analyses of groups similar in size to that
described in prior research (i.e., < 12 members).
To derive the geolocation of members of the community,
we used the corporate directory to determine each
member’s work location and the street address associated
with that location. For employees who worked from home,
this returned the closest work location to their home
address, and that location was used for the following
analyses. The percentage of users for whom we could
determine geolocation differed by community, ranging
from 2% to 100%. In this paper, we include analyses
conducted on communities in which we knew
geolocational data for at least 50% of the members,
leaving 1206 of the original 1402 communities sampled.
Increasing that threshold did not change the significance or
predictive power for the following analyses, so we
retained the communities for which we had incomplete
geolocational data to evaluate a larger proportion of
communities.
Spatial distance. The average pairwise great-circle
distance between each member of a community, in
kilometers. This ranged from 0 km indicating full
collocation to 9880 km indicating a community whose
four members spanned three continents (M = 3551.53 km,
SD = 2596.39 km).
Time separation. The number of time zones between each
pair of work sites represented in a community, weighted
by the number of members present at each site. This
ranged from 0 indicating all of a community’s members
occupied the same time zone; to 9 within a community
where half of its members worked at UTC-8, with the
other half at UTC+9 or UTC+10 (M = .64, SD = .93).

Model 1 (size
control)

Model 2 (adding
dispersion
measures)

β

η2

β

η2

.63**

.40

.65**

.29

Spatial Distance

-.05

< .01

Time Separation

.07

< .01

Isolation

-.08

< .01

Site imbalance

-.06

< .01

Variable
Size: # of Contributors

Overall R2
Fchange for R

2

.40

.40

787.22**

3.25*

Table 1. Size rather than dispersion predicts posts.
Summary of hierarchical regression analysis for community
size and geographic dispersion measures predicting number
of posts (N = 1203). *p < .05. **p < .001.

Number of sites. The raw numerical count of unique work
sites represented in a community, ranging from 1, meaning
all community members work at the same work site, to
140 in a community of 379 members (M = 12.64, SD =
15.22). Due to collinearity between the number of
members and number of sites variables, we only include
the number of sites as a predictor variable in selected
analyses below where the number of members is
constrained.
Site imbalance. The standard deviation of the count of
members at each work site, divided by the total number of
members in that community. This ranged from 0 in
communities where each work site represented had the
same number of community members in that community
(e.g., 2-2-2) to .64 in a community where 18/19 members
worked at the same site (M = .09, SD = .12).
Isolation. The number of community members who were
the only person from their work site represented in a
community, divided by the total number of members in
that community. This ranged from 0 in communities where
no member was the only one from their work site in a
community, to 1 in communities where each of its
members worked at a different location (M = .53, SD =
.32).
RESULTS

We expected differences in community performance based
on dispersion measures from [52], but this was not the
case. Contrary to our expectations, when we controlled
for community size, dispersion measures explained a
negligible proportion of the variance in both total posts
and contribution inequality. Although contrary to the
literature on dispersion effects in small teams [3, 52], this
finding supports one of the proposed benefits of online
communities—that they overcome the negative effects of
geographic dispersion [3, 52]—which has not previously
been systematically tested with quantitative OEC data. For

each of the following analyses, we note where influential
multivariate outliers were removed. Outlier communities
were identified by disconnected, large standardized
residuals, Mahalanobis distance, and Cook’s distance [65].
Finding 1. Dispersion is not associated with the
number of posts or contribution inequality in a
community.

Posts. We used an ordinary least squares (OLS) regression
to explore the predictive power of the dispersion measures
on the number of posts per community. To control for the
effects of community size on posts, predictor variables
were included in two sequential blocks. Block 1 contained
size (log-transformed to reduce positive skew). Block 2
introduced the dispersion measures of spatial distance,
isolation, site imbalance, and time separation. Because
larger communities tended to include more separated work
sites, we observed high collinearity between the number of
contributors and work sites in each community (r = .81),
which was not reduced by centering. As a result, we did
not include work sites as an independent variable in this
analysis. Posts was log-transformed to correct for positive
skew. From the original 1206 communities, 3 influential
multivariate outliers were removed, N = 1203, using
methods advocated in [65].
Because the predictor variables we included are still
moderately correlated, we report beta (β) and partial etasquared (η2) rather than r and r2 for individual predictors.
Beta represents the strength of the correlation between the
predictor and dependent variables not accounted for by
other predictor variables. Partial eta-squared represents the
proportion of variance in the dependent variable explained
by the predictor variable that is not explained by other
predictor variables in the model.
The results are shown in Table 1. We found a strongly
predictive model in Block 1 with size as control variable,
F(1,1202) = 787.22, p < .001, adj. R2 = .40. As expected,
Model 1 (size
control)
Variable
Number of Contributors

β

η2

β

η2

.32**

.10

.35**

.07

.02

< .01

Spatial Distance
Time Separation
Isolation
Site imbalance
Overall R

2

Fchange for R2

Model 2 (adding
dispersion
measures)

.02

< .01

.17**

.02

.14**

.01

.10

.12

138.44**

7.71**

Table 2. Size rather than dispersion predicts contribution
inequality. Summary of hierarchical regression analysis for
community size and geographic dispersion predicting
contribution inequality (N = 1199). *p < .05. **p < .01.

larger communities tended to have many more posts.
However, after controlling for the positive relationship
between size and posts, the four dispersion measures in
Block 2 did not meaningfully improve the model,
Fchange(4,1198) = 3.25, p < .05, adj. R2 = .40. In this second
model, none of the dispersion measures are associated
with variation in posts (all η2s < .01).
Contribution inequality. We next examined whether
dispersion explained differences in contribution inequality.
We repeated the OLS hierarchical regression procedure
above, with contribution inequality as the dependent
variable. As before, Block 1 consisted of size as a control
variable. Block 2 contained spatial distance, time
separation, isolation, and site imbalance. In this analysis,
seven influential multivariate outliers were removed from
the original 1206 communities, N = 1199.
Table 2 shows the results of the two-step regression. A
tenth of the variance in communities’ contribution
inequality can be explained by their size (Block 1, adj. R2
= .10, F(1,1197) = 138.44, p < .001), suggesting that this
is a reasonable explanatory model. As expected,
communities that were larger in size tended to show
greater contribution inequality, a finding consistent with
previous literature [49]. Again, however, the four
dispersion measures only slightly improved the predictive
power of Block 2 over Block 1, adj. R2 = .12,
Fchange(4,1193) = 7.71, p < .001.
Because the calculations for the dispersion measures are
related to community size, we were interested in the
explanatory power of the dispersion measures independent
of size. This is measured by η2. In this model, size
explains the largest proportion of non-shared variance in
Gini (η2 = .07), with isolation (η2 = .02) and site imbalance
(η2 = .01) only providing marginally more predictive
power. When size is controlled, communities with more
isolated contributors and greater imbalance between
contributors at different work sites show very small
increases in contribution inequality.
These results show a distinct lack of predictive power for
dispersion measures, but we wanted to be sure that this
was not due to our sampling strategy. One clear
divergence from prior work is that we explore large
communities. With few exceptions [61], prior research
using these dispersion measures has usually focused on
teams of fewer than a dozen members. In the next section,
we test the effects of evaluating a subset of communities
of smaller size to see whether this affects our results.
Finding 2: Even when size is restricted to small
communities, dispersion measures still do not predict
the number of posts or contribution inequality.

Posts. To reduce the collinearity between community size
and number of work sites, we conducted separate analyses
featuring just communities between 3 and 12 contributors
(N = 572). We chose these community sizes because they

are comparable to the small teams for which the dispersion
measures were developed [52]. Other research on OECs
[43, 49] shows that smaller enterprise communities are
often used by teams with deliverables.
We again conducted an OLS hierarchical regression on the
log-transformed number of total posts to control for size as
in the previous analyses. Again Block 1 contained size.
Block 2 contained spatial distance, time separation,
isolation, site imbalance, and, due to less collinearity
between work sites and size than in the prior analyses, we
were also able to include work sites (log-transformed to
correct for positive skew). Three influential multivariate
outliers were removed, N = 569. Again, however, neither
size (adj. R2 < .01, F(1,567) = 4.37, p < .05) nor the full
model containing size and all five dispersion measures
(adj. R2 < .01, F(6,562) = 1.49, p > .05) predicted posts.
Posts analyzed by tool. To check whether the impact of
dispersion on posts may have been masked by aggregating
all types of posts for each tool together, we ran separate
regressions predicting the log-transformed posts for
separate tool types—wikis, forums, and blogs—based on
the five dispersion measures, for both the full set of
communities and the subset of small communities. All of
these models had adj. R2 < .14, with none of the dispersion
measures explaining more than 1% of the difference in
posts for any tool (all βs < .15, all η2s < .02). For this
collection of small communities, dispersion did not affect
the amount of content different communities produced in
the individual collaborative tools.
Contribution inequality. Using the same method of
restricting to communities between 3 and 12 contributors,
we ran an OLS hierarchical regression with contribution
inequality as the dependent variable. Block 1 contained
community size. Block 2 contained the five dispersion
measures: site index, spatial distance, time separation,
isolation, site imbalance, and (again, unlike the large
community analyses) work sites. Two influential
multivariate outliers were removed, N = 570.
Size still predicted contribution inequality, adj. R2 = .27,
F(1,568) = 209.70, p < .001. The dispersion measures in
Block 2 improved slightly on this model, adj. R2 = .29,
Fchange(5,563) = 3.47, p < .01. Here, site index showed a
faint correlation with contribution inequality (β = .19,
t(563) = 2.19, p = .05). However, site index explains a low
proportion of the non-shared variance in contribution
inequality (η2 < .01), due to its high overlap with size (r =
.60). In addition, none of the other dispersion measures
explained more than 1% of the variance in contribution
inequality for the size-restricted sample. This sample of
smaller communities echoes our larger sample results,
showing
that
communities
demonstrate
greater
contribution inequality when they are larger in size, but do
not appear affected by dispersion.

DISCUSSION

We extend research on geographical dispersion [13, 19,
20, 22, 24, 34, 51], providing evidence for claims that
online communities can mitigate the impact of geographic
barriers [48, 68]. Despite prior evidence of strong negative
dispersion effects in small teams, we found no appreciable
dispersion effects for enterprise online communities. We
examined five dispersion measures deployed in prior
work: spatial distance, time separation, isolation, and site
imbalance. None showed major effects on contribution
inequality or content posting.
At the same time, we found that the size of communities
did impact participation performance. Larger communities
generated more posts but struggled to reduce contribution
inequality, compared with smaller communities. These
results suggest that communities that desire equal input
from all participants should be kept small.
When we restricted our sample to only those communities
who most closely resemble the small teams in previous
research (3 ≤	
 size ≤ 12), we still did not find compelling
evidence of dispersion effects. This contrasts with a wide
body of work showing negative effects on small teams [13,
19, 20, 22, 24, 34, 51]. Instead our results provide
empirical support to prior work hypothesizing that online
enterprise communities can reduce the negative impacts of
geographic barriers [48, 68]. We describe differences
between teams and OECs that may be responsible for the
divergent ways that dispersion affects each, and suggest
reasons for OECs’ lack of dispersion effects.
Communities are Larger, Have Different Goals, and
Curate More Content than Teams

Size and Goals. Over half of the communities in our initial
sample had 13 or more members. In prior literature,
dispersion effects are most commonly reported for teams
of six to twelve members [51, 61, 63]. Furthermore, our
sample included communities, whose goals focused on
social learning and building interpersonal relationships
[43]. This difference in goals between communities and
teams has several implications for how size might
differentially affect teams and communities. Members of
small teams often have interlocking goals with strong
dependencies between members’ goals [14]. Distributed
teams may therefore incur coordination costs as they grow
larger.
On the other hand, communities may actually benefit as
they become larger. Their goals are less tightly intertwined
(e.g., on a single shared deliverable), so coordination is
less critical than in a team setting [43]. Adding members
to a community also provides more potential sources of
expertise, increasing its overall value [1]. In addition,
having more members means an increased capacity for
picking up the slack when others are committed elsewhere.
These characteristics have strong implications in terms of
anticipated dispersion effects. Dispersion (specifically,
time separation and work sites) exacerbates the

coordination costs inherent to dispersed team work [3, 20,
66], whereas communities may lack these strong
coordination demands.
Content curation. Another potential explanation for these
results may lie in some modern enterprise communities'
greater emphasis on content curation over content creation
[44]. OECs benefit not only from their own members'
novel contributions, but also by organizing (curating)
material generated by themselves and other communities
[44, 46]. Compared to OECs, the tasks that small teams
enact are more likely to focus on content creation (e.g.,
documents, lines of code [61]). Because coordination is
more pertinent to content creation compared to curation,
dispersion may have less impact on communities focused
more on curation than creation. Dispersion Size would
continue to be an advantage for communities in this
regard. The more members a community has, the greater
the number of external resources they should have
knowledge of and be able to link to.
Coordination and Resource-Sharing Tools May Reduce
Dispersion Effects for Communities

In contrast to many of the small teams studied in prior
research, all of the communities in our sample had access
to multiple collaborative tools, including tools focused on
discussion (i.e., forums, blogs), resource-sharing (i.e.,
files), task coordination (i.e., activities), and curation (i.e.,
wikis, RSS feeds, bookmarks). This set of multiple
integrated tools may allow them to target specific
difficulties they might otherwise face (e.g., coordination
and
resource-sharing)
buffering
them
against
vulnerabilities that dispersion typically causes [8]. For
example, using wikis to keep track of project assignments
may prevent misunderstandings about individual
members’ responsibilities. This may be important as teams
increasingly shift to using multiple social media tools.
Changing Practices for Facilitating Distributed Work

Our work echoes recent literature emphasizing that
dispersion is not insurmountable. Distributed teams that
collaboratively set ground rules on team interaction can
perform as effectively as face-to-face teams [23]. Team
familiarity and increased one-on-one communication can
also reduce dispersion effects [21, 34, 66]. The semantic
web practice of linking open data to improve reuse of
internet resources [4, 7] has been applied successfully in
work settings as well [28, 57, 64]. Enabling easier reuse of
existing enterprise data has a number of benefits for
dispersed collaboration, as it reduces the amount of
repeated work and provides greater context for work done
at different work sites. Our findings echo this prior
research, showing that work practices have, in some ways,
adapted to dispersion as a norm.
Limitations

Although our findings describe posting behavior in online
communities, our focus here was on asynchronous,
community-wide communications. It is possible that

synchronous forms of communication (e.g., video/audio
conferencing or IM) would show greater effects of
dispersion, especially time separation. Additionally, in
common with many studies of online communities, our
data only include activity that took place within the online
communities themselves, but it is likely that OEC
members interact in other ways (e.g., email, phone, faceto-face). As a result, our data speaks to the habits of the
OECs themselves but dispersion may affect interactions
members have in other media.
Despite our finding reduced effects of dispersion on post
frequency and inequality, these analyses did not capture
how dispersion affects other community success metrics
important to organizations, such as member satisfaction
and organizational impact. Prior work suggests that
membership size and number of posts do not predict
member satisfaction [43]. Although we were unable to
perform qualitative analyses in the current study due to the
retrospective nature of this work, a mixed-methods
approach similar to [43] could establish dispersion’s
effects on other aspects of OECs in future work.
Finally, we explored these effects in a single large
organization, which limits generalizability. The high level
of support for, and widespread proliferation of, OECs
within this organization may not be present in other
settings. That said, the communities we sampled were
highly diverse and representative of communities reported
elsewhere. Prior work details the goals and activities of
communities in the same organization and using the same
tool, finding that communities were primarily focused on
common community goals like member learning, reuse of
resources, and collaboration [43]. Our study results may
best generalize to other organizations with communities
that focus on similar goals. Although these communities
were drawn from a single large organization, similar
dispersion issues face teams and communities on the
internet, and who work across organizations. Dispersed
work is common, and increasingly, communities and
teams are adopting the social media tools observed in this
study.
CONCLUSION

Our results suggest that geographic dispersion is not an
insurmountable barrier to participation in enterprise online
communities. This sets online communities apart from
small teams, for which prior research on geographic
dispersion has shown mostly negative effects [13, 19, 20,
22, 24, 34, 51]. However our results support case studies
that have claimed online communities can break down
geographic barriers [48, 68]. Based on our results, we
advocate the use of community approaches and
collaborative tools to facilitate global communication in
enterprise settings.
Our results show that online enterprise communities that
use multiple tools to support asynchronous collaboration
seem able to counteract the effects of dispersion on

participation. We add to a growing body of work
suggesting that dispersion can be compensated for by
deploying collaborative technologies that facilitate
coordination and resource sharing [15, 23, 28].
Our findings, which show few dispersion effects for
participation in online enterprise communities, emphasize
the importance of replication in CSCW research as
technologies evolve and new populations of interest arise.
Although earlier work has described large, negative effects
for geographic dispersion in small teams, those effects did
not materialize for a large sample of online enterprise
communities that included several hundred small work
teams using community tools. Work culture adaptations
that more readily accommodate spatial distance and time
separation, the increasing prevalence of online multipletool communities, and greater awareness of how to design
for global work all affect the ways that dispersion
manifests in online enterprise settings. Although distance
assuredly still matters, we might be getting to the point of
designing around it rather than succumbing to it.
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